Tradewind ORIGINS

About Tradewind ORIGINS
ORIGINS empowers buyers to:
Purchase based on their supply chain preferences
Sellers to be recognized for unique attributes of their product
Reﬁners to offer value-added services to their existing and new clients

Product Overview
Tradewind ORIGINS is a supply chain traceability solution that links detailed information about the
provenance of precious metals and other alternative assets to digital records of ownership maintained on the
Tradewind platform.
Market participants can leverage the Tradewind platform to buy and sell precious metals adhering to social and
environmental best practices from trusted sources and reﬁners and authenticate the provenance of material
through the supply chain. This includes visibility into the primary producers and other suppliers via adherence
to a wide variety of industry standards.

Key Benefits
Sourcing Flexibility

Information Integrity

Buy and sell precious metals based on
individual sourcing preferences, including
mine, artisanal, or recycled sources,
geographic location, and adherence to
global standards

Independent third-party veriﬁcation by
supply chain participants and validated by
Tradewind

Supply Chain Traceability

Veriﬁable Records

Supply chain linked to ownership records
on the Tradewind platform, providing
consumers transparency to the original
source

Auditable and veriﬁable records
compatible with major and emerging
global standards and certiﬁcations

Scalable and Interoperable

Compliance and Reporting

Compatible with various supply chain
workﬂows and manufacturing practices

Facilitate compliance with global sourcing
regulations and reporting requirements

What makes Tradewind ORIGINS different?
Enables ﬂexibility across a wide range of sourcing preferences and responsible sourcing guidelines
Provides transparency without expensive changes to existing operational and manufacturing best practices
Beneﬁt from Tradewind’s growing marketplace of trading counterparties
Designed in consultation with major industry participants

How does ORIGINS work?
ORIGINS is a supply chain traceability solution that links detailed information about the provenance of
precious metals and other alternative assets to digital records of ownership on the Tradewind Platform.
Using ORIGINS, customers have the ﬂexibility to source precious metals according to their unique
preferences:
Artisanal, Mine, or Recycled Sources
Geographic Location
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
Preferred Supplier, Mine, or Reﬁner

SUPPLIERS
Miners, recyclers and other suppliers of precious metals ship the metal to participating reﬁners and use the
ORIGINS application to create an ORIGINS Certiﬁcate - detailing relevant attributes about the source of
the metal. The ORIGINS Certiﬁcate is linked to the digital records of ownership on the Tradewind platform,
providing transparency into the source of the metal for all future owners in the supply chain.

REFINER:
Reﬁners take delivery and process physical material received from suppliers, and verify the accuracy of the
ORIGINS Certiﬁcate created by the supplier. Once processed, the supplier and reﬁner agree to the ﬁne
weight of gold or silver to be registered on the Tradewind platform, creating digital records of ownership.
The ORIGINS Certiﬁcate, as veriﬁed by the reﬁner, is linked to these digital records of ownership.

MARKET PARTICIPANTS:
Market participants can purchase and sell precious metals with linked ORIGINS information, providing the
participant ﬂexibility to source metal that meets their speciﬁc sourcing needs. Participants can hold
precious metals balances on the Tradewind platform, with full transparency to the source of their balances,
or elect to take physical delivery of precious metals at the reﬁner.

Why ORIGINS?
Participants in the global supply chain demand greater
ﬂexibility and transparency into the source of their raw
materials and precious metals.

Consumers are increasingly making sourcing decisions based
on ethical, environmental, and fair trade considerations.
Regulators and standards bodies aim to implement
regulations that promote best practices, and the industry
seeks scalable processes and tools to respond.
Market participants who invest in responsible practices are
unable to differentiate their products and receive recognition
in the marketplace.
While bespoke proprietary products have been developed in
the past, consumers seek interoperable solutions designed for
today’s global supply chains.
Recent issues in global supply chains are causing signiﬁcant
disruptions in the market.

Disclaimer
Although the information contained in these materials have come from sources believed to be reliable, Tradewind Markets does not warrant the accuracy
or completeness of the information contained in these materials and it is subject to change without notice. Tradewind Markets disclaims any liability to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, whether in contract, tort, equity or otherwise from any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the
information contained in these materials. In addition, Tradewind Markets undertakes no duty to update or correct the information contained in these
materials if the facts change or are subsequently discovered to have been incorrect
This material is provided for information purposes only and does not bind Tradewind Markets in any way. It is not intended as a recommendation or an offer
or solicitation to enter into any transaction, including but not limited to, the purchase or sale of any security or ﬁnancial instrument, or to enter into a
transaction involving any ﬁnancial instrument or trading strategy. Tradewind Markets is not an advisor. Nothing in this material should be construed as
investment, trading, hedging, tax, legal, accounting, regulatory or other advice or as creating a ﬁduciary relationship.
Transactions involving securities, ﬁnancial instruments and strategies mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors. You are solely responsible for
deciding whether any investment or transaction is suitable for you based upon your investment goals, ﬁnancial situation and tolerance for risk. If you deem
it necessary, you must seek independent professional advice to ascertain the investment, legal, tax, accounting, regulatory or other consequences before
investing or transacting.
The foregoing may contain forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts may be forward-looking statements. The
accuracy of forward-looking statements is subject to many factors outside of Tradewind Markets’ control and can be affected by, among other things:
changes to regulation directly governing Tradewind Markets’ operations, government actions or orders, new or modiﬁed laws and regulations, revisions to
applicable tax laws, technological developments, information security incidents and service disruptions, and global, national or local economic, political,
ﬁnancial and societal events and conditions.
Past or simulated past performance (including back-testing) is not indicative of future results. The investments discussed may ﬂuctuate in price or value.
Changes in exchange rates, interest rates, dividends, and securities and commodities prices may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. Any
modelling, scenario analysis or other forward-looking information herein (such as projected cashﬂows, yields or returns) is intended to illustrate hypothetical results based on certain assumptions (not all of which will be speciﬁed herein). Actual events or conditions may differ materially from those assumed;
therefore, actual results are not guaranteed.
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